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Summary

In this paper, we discuss security problems, with a focus on collaborative attacks, in the Worldwide Interoperabil-
ity for Microwave Access (WiMAX) scenario. The WiMAX protocol suite, which includes but is not limited to
DOCSIS, DES, and AES, consists of a large number of protocols. We present briefly the WiMAX standard and
its vulnerabilities. We pinpoint the problems with individual protocols in the WiMAX protocol suite, and discuss
collaborative attacks on WiMAX systems. We present several typical WiMAX attack scenarios, including: bringing
a large number of attackers to increase their computation power and break WiMAX protocols; assembling a suffi-
cient number of attackers to influence the decision-making of core machines, which includes routing attacks and
Sybil attacks; and exploiting implementations that do not conform to the WiMAX specification completely, causing
interoperability problems among various protocols, including the ones in typical WiMAX/WiFi/LAN deployment
scenarios. We present theoretical models and practical solutions to profile, model, and analyze collaborative attacks
in WiMAX. We employ attack graphs to do vulnerability analysis. Experimental results verify our models and
validate our analysis. Copyright © 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Security is a key challenge in today’s Internet since
most Internet protocols were designed without consid-
ering any prevention against miscreants. In addition,
many emerging technologies make the Internet even
more vulnerable. Wireless networks represent an
important example of such scenarios where capturing
and forging packets is relatively easy. Attacks against
networked systems are becoming more complex and
powerful. Individual attackers can collaborate to cause
more problems for the intruder-identification and
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defense mechanisms. Models for cooperation need
to be studied along with defense mechanisms. We
also need to characterize various types and models
of attacks through studies of detailed attack logs
that are available from various intrusion detection
systems (IDS).

In this paper, we study the impacts of collaborative
attacks on throughput, data delivery, and routing in
the worldwide interoperability for microwave access
(WiMAX) scenarios.

Traditionally users employ one of the following three
approaches to access Internet:
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� Wired access, such as DSL.
� Telephone access (dial-up)
� IEEE 802.11 wireless access, such as in WiFi

Hotspots.

However, each of the above approaches has its own
drawbacks: the wired access requires a physical con-
nection; the dial-up telephone access provides limited
bandwidth; and the IEEE 802.11 wireless access was
designed for small areas and provides limited coverage.
The WiMAX (IEEE 802.16) standard, integrating the
benefits of broadband and WiFi, provides high-speed
wireless access with a broad coverage. Mobile devices,
such as cellphones, can employ the ‘mobile WiMAX’
technology to access Internet (using the IEEE 802.16e
standard, which is a mobility-supporting amendment
to IEEE 802.16).

As shown in Figure 1 [1], WiMAX uses towers
and receivers to transmit information. The maximum
range of WiMAX, around 30 miles, is much larger
than the range of WiFi. The bandwidth of WiMAX
with the 802.16m standard (1 Gbps) is also expected
to be much higher than for WiFi. The IEEE 802.16
WiMAX standard incorporates a large number of exist-
ing technologies that have been proven robust. Hence,
the WiMAX network should be immune to a large
number of attack methods.

The current approaches to security in WiMAX
systems deploy individualized security solutions. For
example, antiviral software is used to defend against
worms and viruses, intrusion detection tools guard
against scanning and denial-of-service (DoS) attacks,
firewalls aim to protect against unwanted connection
attempts, and mail filtering tries to foil spam and
phishing attempts. Accordingly, most research done
today also focuses on improving these individual
tools.

An important piece missing from the current research
is understanding of ways in which attackers can collab-
orate when targeting WiMAX networks.

Collaborative attacks are those launched by multiple
malicious adversaries that synchronize their activities
to accomplish disruption, deception, usurpation, and
disclosure against some targeted organizations or
network entities. Collaborative attacks may cause
more devastating impacts since they combine efforts
of many attackers. For instance, an illegal DNS zone
transfer (typically used to reveal the IP addresses of
hosts present in an organization) followed by scanning
attempts to find vulnerable machines can be a coordi-
nated attack by attackers with varying expertise [2]. The
vulnerable machines, misled by the attackers, could
then initiate web requests to download backdoors from
malicious sites, and join attacker’s army of zombie

Fig. 1. Typical WiMAX scenario [1]. Motorola and the stylized logo are registered in the US Patent & Trademark office. All
other product or service names are the property of their respective owners. © Motorola, Inc 2009. All rights reserved.
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machines. Similarly, spammers could collaborate with
other attackers who control a set of Internet routers to
install hijacked routes temporarily. These routes can
then be used to send spam and phishing emails without
fear of detection. As yet another example, identification
of malicious activity in the mobile ad hoc networks
(especially the IEEE 802.16j multi-hop WiMAX
network) is hard when one node misbehaves in route
formation [3,4]. If multiple nodes act maliciously,
simultaneously, or alternately, the schemes to deal with
them become very slow and difficult to use at most
nodes.

The WiMAX standard employs a number of
robust security features, including the DES and AES
encryption standards. The standard imposes security
processors on base stations. End-to-end communica-
tion is secured by the data over cable service interface
specification (DOCSIS), which defines the baseline
privacy interface plus (BPI+) specifications.

Although individual protocols in the WiMAX pro-
tocol suite are believed to be secure, WiMAX is not
completely secure under collaborative attacks. For
instance, WiMAX is vulnerable to the following three
types of collaborative WiMAX attacks:

(a) One can bring a large number of attackers to
increase the computation power. Attackers have
employed this approach in the past. For instance,
in 1999, more than 100 000 PCs were used to crack
the DES challenge of RSA [5].

(b) One can assemble a reasonable number of attackers
to influence the decision-making of core machines,
these include routing and Sybil attacks in the
WiMAX.

(c) One can look for implementations that do not con-
form to the specification completely, and issues
that arise during the interoperation of various pro-
tocols, including the typical WiMAX/WiFi/LAN
deployment scenario.

In addition, collaborative attacks can happen in
other forms, such as the compromise of individual
nodes. Hence, a complete understanding of collabo-
rative attacks in the WiMAX is needed.

In this paper, we characterize, model, and analyze
vulnerabilities and collaborative attacks in the WiMAX
systems. We develop and enhance the science to deal
with such attacks through theoretical models and exper-
iments. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 reviews
vulnerabilities in WiMAX. Section 4 discusses ways to
leverage attack graph in WiMAX. Section 5 presents

how to profile, model, and analyze collaborative
attacks in WiMAX. Section 6 concludes our paper.

2. Related Work

2.1. Prior Work on Collaborative Attacks in
Internet and WiMAX

Many researchers have characterized specific Inter-
net attacks or phenomenon using one or more sources
of data. For instance, Reference [6] has characterized
spammer behavior. References [7,8] focus on specific
worm outbreaks and Reference [9] characterizes DoS
attacks in the Internet. Very few works have focused on
correlating various attacks. One of them is Reference
[10], in which the authors analyze data, logged by the
Dshield project [11] on a large number of IDSs, to find
out related, possibly collaborative, attacks. Reference
[12] focuses on the problems of IEEE 802.16d, includ-
ing ranging response (RNG-RSP) and authorization
request. References [13,14] introduced the disclosure
of security context during the initial network entry, the
lack of secure communication in access networks, and
the lack of support for integrity protection of manage-
ment frames.

2.2. Coordinated Attacks of SYN Floods and
Slammer Worms

A SYN flood attack is launched by sending more TCP
connection requests than a target machine can process.
A slammer worm uses random scanning to find and
infect susceptible hosts.

Both the SYN flood attack and the slammer worm,
even if launched separately, can cause a significant
damage [7,15]. If they are launched together in a
coordinated way, the resulting consequences will be
more devastating: the SYN flood attack will effectively
block TCP connections while the Slammer worms will
propagate via UDP connections. The coupled attack is
not only more powerful but also more difficult to deal
with.

2.3. Sybil Attacks

Douceur [16] discusses Sybil attacks, in which a
malicious user obtains multiple fake identities and
pretends to be multiple, distinct nodes in the system. In
this way, the malicious nodes can control the decisions
of the system, especially if the decision process
involves voting or any other type of collaboration.
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Trust relationships can be created in social networks
to limit the number of nodes a malicious node can
create. In such an approach, we need to consider
trust, security, and privacy issues together, and in
a systematic way, preferably at the policy level. In
addition, a deliberate collaboration model is needed.

Generic Sybil attacks can be found in Internet as
well. For example, BGP would greatly suffer from the
aforementioned attacks. Researchers at UCLA have
proposed ways to detect invalid routing announcements
in RIP [17] but mere detection cannot solve the problem
thoroughly. Responding after detection and defending
against such attacks, possibly coordinated, remains a
challenge.

2.4. Modeling Multistep Cyber Attacks for
Attack Scenario Recognition

Cheung et al. [18] state that many cyber attacks can
be decomposed into multiple sub-attacks. The authors
develop methods and a language for modeling multi-
step attack scenarios based on typical isolated alerts
about attack steps.

The idea of trust relationship [16,19,20] is used
to limit the number of clones a malicious node can
have and defend against Sybil attacks. However, no
collaborative model is discussed in these works. In
the RIP protocol [17], detection of invalid routing
announcements has been suggested. The response
after detection and ways to defend against such attacks
remains a challenge. Many approaches are proposed.
A stochastic model of collaborative internal and
external attacks is used in Reference [21]. Data routing
information (DRI) table and cross checking [22] can
be used to identify multiple cooperating black hole
nodes. An on-demand routing protocol for ad hoc
wireless networks can provide resilience to Byzantine
failures caused by individual or colluding nodes [23].
A signature-based model can be used to detect collab-
orative attacks [24]. Clustering and merging functions
can be used to recognize alerts that correspond to
the same occurrence of an attack and create a new
combined alert [25]. A collaborative system using
Multicast, annotated topology information, and blind
detection techniques can be used to detect distributed
DoS (DDoS) attacks [26]. Hidden Markov models can
be used to detect collaborative attacks [27].

3. Vulnerabilities in WiMAX

IEEE 802.16 standards specify some powerful security
controls, including PKMv2, EAP-based authentica-

tion, and over-the-air AES-based encryption. But
secure technology does not, in itself, constitute a secure
end-to-end network, and, consequently, WiMAX
presents a range of security vulnerabilities.

In the next subsections, we discuss some of poten-
tial vulnerabilities of IEEE 802.16 standards. Although
the individual protocols in the WiMAX protocol suite
are reasonably secure (except DES), WiMAX is not
completely secure under collaborative attacks. We will
investigate below some types of collaborative attacks
on WiMAX.

Supporting DES is one of the most obvious vulner-
abilities in WiMAX standards. DES can be broken
by collaborative attacks. First, the attackers can
compromise other systems and then use them in their
attacks as subordinate zombies. For instance, more
than 100 000 PCs were used to crack a system in the
DES challenge of RSA in 1999 [5].

3.1. Vulnerabilities in IEEE 802.16-2004
Standard

We can not focus only on security improvements done
in new drafts of the 802.16 standards since most of the
current WiMAX equipment is based on the old IEEE
802.16-2004 standard. In the past few years, several
vulnerabilities in IEEE 802.16 network architecture
have been discovered [12,28]. The vulnerabilities
analyzed here in some detail are: ranging response
(RNG-RSP) and authorization request.

Based on the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard, the
ranging response (RNG-RSP) is a process of acquiring
the correct timing offset and power adjustments such
that subscriber station (SS) transmissions are aligned
to a symbol that marks the beginning of a mini-slot
boundary in the physical layer.

During the first part of WiMAX network initial-
ization, when SS tries to join a WiMAX network for
the first time, it sends a ranging request (RNG-REQ)
message to the base station (BS). The message asks
for following information: SS requests transmission
timing, power, frequency, and burst profile information.
After receiving the RNG-REQ message from SS, BS
sends its RNG-RSP message to SS. The first security
problem is as follows: the RNG-RSP message can do
more than merely fine-tune SS transmission times; BS
can use this message to direct SS to change its timing,
power level, offset frequency, ranging status, and other
ranging parameters [29]. This capability can cause a
lot of abnormal events if malicious activity is involved.
Since ranging response messages are not encrypted
or authenticated in the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard (in
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contrast to IEEE 802.16e-2005), malicious attackers
can easily modify ranging messages. This type of
attack is very easy to use as a part of DDoS or other
collaborative attacks. For instance, the most popular
exploitation is to send RNG-RSP messages with the
ranging status field set to 2, which means ‘abort’. When
SS receives such a RNG-RSP message during a ranging
procedure, the ranging request will not be answered
with an initial value of a ranging status. Therefore,
this vulnerability, interrupting a normal SS ranging
request process, can be used in a DoS or DDoS attack.

Attacks using auth request message have their origin
in a vulnerability of the authorization state machine in
PKM. In the authorization request attack, the message
sent at the beginning of a the process of authorization
key exchange includes security-related contents, such
as SS certificate, security capabilities, security capa-
bilities digest, and security association identification
(SAID). The aim of authorization request messages
are used to negotiate a cryptographic suite and request
an authorization from BS. If the shared security
capabilities are not the same for SS and BS, BS sends
a perm auth reject message to SS. Upon receiving a
perm auth reject message, SS goes into the silent state
of its authorization state machine. Malicious attackers
can modify security-capability attributes in an auth
request message in such a way that BS infers that SS
cannot provide an appropriate cryptographic suite;
thus BS causes a permanent error condition by sending
the perm auth reject message. Fortunately, all PKMv2
messages in the mobile WiMAX standard IEEE
802.16e-2005 are protected by message authentication
schemes with the HMAC-CMAC tuple.

Another critical vulnerability which can be used to
conduct a man-in-the-middle attack (MITM), allows
for adding a forged BS or hijacking a BS. In these cases,
any SS can be compromised by a forged BS since there
is no authentication to validate the identity of BS. A
forged BS can intercept any information sent by any SS.
In IEEE 802.16-2004 using PKMv1, the auth request
message allows only for SS authentication but not for
the corresponding BS authentication. When SS tries to
establish a connection to BS, there is no way to confirm
whether this BS is authentic or not. Thus, an attacker
can masquerade as BS after sniffing an auth-related
message from SS.

There are two additional significant security issues in
IEEE 802.16-2004. First, the encryption keys are gen-
erated solely by BS instead of having both SS and BS
equally contributing to key generation. Second, IEEE
802.16-2004 does not determine how to manage, store,
renew, and revoke certificates.

3.2. Vulnerabilities in IEEE 802.16e-2005
Standard

Exploiting the fake BS vulnerability is difficult in
mobile WiMAX using PKMv2 because mutual authen-
tication between SS and BS is mandatory during the
authorization process. (It is a welcome contrast to the
original IEEE 802.16-2004 standard using the flawed
PKMv1.) The authorization state machine of PKMv2
has two modes of mutual authentication has two modes.
In one mode, RSA-based mutual authentication is used
for mutual authentication only. In the other mode, used
during the initial entry process, RSA-based mutual
authentication is followed by the EAP authentication.

Despite many advanced security features introduced
in mobile WiMAX, it still has some vulnerabilities.
They include a disclosure of security context during the
initial network entry, a lack of secure communication
in access networks, and a lack of support for integrity
protection of management frames.

Shon and Choi [13] discovered the first two of these
vulnerabilities. The first vulnerability exists in the ini-
tial network entry phase. The initial network entry
process begins by establishing a connection to a mobile
WiMAX network. Many physical parameters, perfor-
mance factors, and security contexts between SS and
BS are determined during this process. However, the
SS basic capability (SBC) negotiation parameters and
PKM security contexts do not have any security mea-
sures to keep their confidentiality. This results in a pos-
sibility of exposure to malicious users during an initial
network entry process. Mobile WiMAX has a message
authentication scheme using HMAC/CMAC codes and
a traffic encryption scheme using AES-CCM based on
PKMv2. However, the security schemes are applied
only to normal data traffic following the initial network
entry process, but not to control messages exchanged
during an initial network entry. We need a solu-
tion to protect important messages—such as security
negotiation parameters in SBC messages and security
contexts in PKM messages—during an initial network
entry.

The second vulnerability of 802.16e-2005 detected
by Shon and Choi [13] stems from a weak authen-
tication between subsystems. The network reference
model (NRM), proposed by the WiMAX Forum, is a
logical representation of mobile WiMAX architecture.
It consists of the following entities: SS, access service
network (ASN), and connectivity service network
(CSN). NRM defines a set of functions for commu-
nication between SS and BS only. This means that
the security architecture given by the IEEE 802.16
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standards does not cover intra-ASN and ASN-to-CSN
communications.

The third vulnerability is the lack of support for
integrity protection of management frames. This
creates a potential risk of DoS attacks, since MAC
management messages are never encrypted and not
always authenticated. There are authentication mecha-
nisms for management messages in the MAC layer: the
hashed message authentication code (HMAC) tuple,
and one-key message authentication code (OMAC)
tuple. OMAC is AES-based and includes replay
protection, but HMAC does not. The authentication
mechanism to be used for messages of the MAC-layer
management is negotiated by a node during its network
entry.

A standard has been given in Reference [14] and the
security flaws of EAP-based handover procedures are
analyzed.

These security weaknesses in authentication of
management messages open the door to aggressions
such as MITM attack, active attack, and replay attack.
Using HMAC cannot prevent this problem. But if
one-key MAC (OMAC) is used then modification of
management messages by an attacker is unlikely. In all
cases, the impact of an MITM, active, or replay exploit
is high because it can broadly affect the operation
of the WiMAX communications. A second line of
defense against such attacks should be provided.

3.3. Potential Vulnerabilities in Recent and
Future IEEE Standard

The IEEE 802.16j task group [30] works on incor-
porating multihop relay capabilities into mobile
WiMAX. This amendment will be fully compatible
with 802.16e-2005 mobile and subscriber stations, but
a BS specific to 802.16j will be required for relays to
operate. The standard introduces a new device called a
relay station (RS) which is less complex and cheaper
than BS with relay capabilities. RSs will be used to
multiplex all traffic from an organization or a building
and then relay it to a BS. Based on the fact that RSs are
cheaper and smaller than BSs, hijacking or inserting
an RS into an attacked network by hackers will be
easier and thus more probable.

This vulnerability can be exploited for DoS collabo-
rative and MITM attacks. Based on the IEEE 802.16j,
RSs can create a mesh and cooperate with each other.
It means they can behave like ad hoc network and relay
traffic of other RSs [31]. Therefore, attackers can hijack
or insert few RSs and influence critical processes like
routing among RSs.

The most relevant attacks in the IEEE 802.16j stan-
dard include: (a) black hole attacks [32], in which a
compromised RS node transmits a malicious broadcast
informing that it has the shortest path to the destination
(aiming to attract as many as possible messages); (b)
wormhole attack [33,34] in which an attacker records
packets (or bits) at one location in the network, tun-
nels them to another location, and forwards them to
nodes there; (3) denial-of-message (DoM) attacks [35],
in which malicious RSs may prevent some honest RSs
from receiving broadcast messages by interfering with
their radio tranmission; and (d) sybil attack [36] in
which a malicious user obtains multiple fake identi-
ties and pretends to be multiple, distinct nodes in the
system, enabling the attakers to affect or control critical
decisions of the system,( especially if the decision pro-
cess involves voting or any other type of collaboration).

Another standard under development is IEEE
802.16h. It aimed at enabling coexistence of license-
exempt systems based on IEEE 802.16,and facilitating
coexistence of such systems with primary users
[37,38]. Networks based on IEEE 802.11, as well
as ad hoc networks that work in the license-exempt
frequency bands, are among license-exempt systems.
License-exempt systems may include networks based
on IEEE 802.11 and ad hoc networks. Coexistence
with such networks will enable attackers to exploit
the inherent vulnerabilities of self-organized and
infrastructure-less subnetworks to attack networks con-
taining them.

Providing architectures with strong QoS support was
one of the main design goals for IEEE 802.16 standards.
DoS attacks are a major problem for applications with
strict QoS requirements. DoS attacks on WiMAX net-
works, DoS attack can be executed by flooding a victim
with a high number of messages to authenticate. This
type of attack, likely to occur, remains a challenge to
be addressed in the future.

3.4. Potential Vulnerabilities in WiMAX
Networks in the Context of 4G and
Heterogeneous Networks

There is no doubt that WiMAX networks are consid-
ered to be one of the most secure network architectures.
However, in real-world scenarios WiMAX networks
need to be deployed in conjunction with other
access technologies, such as next generation networks
(NGNs), WiFi, and third generation partnership project
(3GPP).

The heterogeneity of WiMAX operating environ-
ment stems from the fact that the battle of access
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technologies has no absolute winner yet. The fourth
generation (4G) networks are emerging as the future
wave of wireless networks, so we need to look at
them. Possible security risks arise mostly due to the
following issues. First of all, in 4G we can see a large
number of external connectivity points, with peer
operators, with third-party application providers, with
the public Internet, and with numerous heterogeneous
technologies accessing the infrastructure. All of them
are potential security holes if their security solutions
do not fully interoperate. Second, multiple 4G service
providers share the core network infrastructure, mean-
ing that compromise of a single provider may result in a
collapse of the entire network infrastructure. Finally,
service theft and billing fraud can take place in 4G
if fraudulent third parties masquerading as legitimate
ones are successful in their attacks. As a result,
WiMAX networks coexisting with 4G networks will
suffer.

Another potential source of vulnerabilities in this
context are the incompatibilities between WiMAX
devices, especially if some of them are not fully com-
patible with the standards. Implementation bugs are
another, and obvious, source of vulnerabilities, with
poorly implemented security features opening the door
for service disruption and theft [39].

4. Leveraging Attack Graphs for WiMAX

Given the many advantages of using WiMAX, it is not
difficult to imagine that organizations will leverage its
use to accomplish business critical tasks. One salient
way organizations may take advantage of WiMAX is by
allowing its workers to telecommute. While telecom-
muting increases the flexibility of an employees
ability to work, such an arrangement could introduce
unwanted vulnerabilities. The range of WiMAX can be
anywhere from 4 to 30 miles. While this feature makes
broadband access widely accessible over a physical
geographical area, this accessibility gives malicious
attackers are greater opportunity to become a part
of a network with potentially many unaware victims.
Hence, the question becomes, ‘how can organizations
allow the flexibility that telecommuting and using hot
spots provide, while mitigating some of the risk’? One
solution involves the usage of attack graphs.

4.1. Attack Graphs

A method used by network administrators for vul-
nerability analysis is attack graph generation. Attack

graphs provide a way for a network administrator to
deal with the barrage of vulnerabilities that are released
by vulnerability tracking organizations. Attack graphs
provide multistage, multihost attacks that an attacker
may perform based on a network’s existing vulnera-
bilities. With thousands of vulnerability alerts being
released annually, it is unreasonable to assume that
a single network administrator will have the ability
to understand all the implications associated the
possible many vulnerabilities existing in her network.
For example, a network administrator may find and
identify a vulnerability in her web server that provides
read access to an attacker. She may also identify a vul-
nerability in her file sever that would allow an attacker
who successfully exploited the vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code. Because this vulnerability on the file
server is a local exploit, the network administrator
believes of the immediate patching that vulnerability
is nonessential as the only people with accounts on the
file server are trusted. A local exploit is a vulnerability
that does not send packets over the network to be
realized. An attack that begins with a remote login and
finishes with exploiting a local vulnerability would still
be considered a local exploit. Now, assume that web
server has some credential information that is stored
in a log file. An attacker could use these credentials to
attempt to remotely log into the file server. Once the
attacker was able to successfully log onto the file server,
he could take advantage of the local exploit extant on
the file server. The above example is straightforward
to imagine; however, the task becomes more difficult
as the number and type of vulnerabilities increase.

Reasons for delayed vulnerability removal: a rational
question may be ‘why would the network administra-
tor leave vulnerabilities in a system’? There could be
many reasons for why a network administrator may
leave vulnerabilities in a system. One reason could be
that a patch for the vulnerability has not been released
yet. Another reason could be that the patch is released,
but the patch itself has vulnerabilities in it which trades
an old set of problems for a new set of problems. Some
organizations have strict policies that entail long eval-
uation periods before a new piece of software can be
included into the organizations running system. An
alternative reason could be that availability is critical
to your business, and you cannot afford to take your
machines offline for an extended period of time to patch
the extant vulnerabilities. A reason that is often over-
looked is that an organization may not allocate enough
funds to properly patch their systems. Given these, and
possibly other, reasons, the attack graph is a critical tool
for analyzing and maintaining the security of a network.
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Generating Attack Graphs: the typical process for
collecting information for generating an attack graph
includes the following steps. First, the network admin-
istrator collects all the vulnerabilities from networked
hosts using some type of vulnerability scanner (e.g.,
References [40,41]). The preconditions, postcondi-
tions, and effects of these vulnerabilities are determined
by using information provided by organizations like
CERT and NVD [42,43]. The vulnerabilities, precon-
ditions, postconditions, and effects are transmuted to
a consistent machine readable form. The connectivity
of the network is determined. The connectivity of two
machines is captured usually by specifying the source
and destination machines, the protocol being used, and
the destination port. Network connectivity captures the
effects that any filtering device in the network may have
on host connectivity. With this information, an attack
graph can be generated. Figure. 2 is a simplified exam-
ple from Reference [44]. The security policy for this
figure is that a user on host 1 should not be able to
obtain exec (i.e., execute) or su (i.e., superuser) priv-
ileges on host 3. appPwAuth represents the ability to
authenticate via the PwAuth program. xdmLogin rep-
resents the X window display manager (xdm) login
attack. wuFtpd represents an attack on the FTP server
software wuarchive-ftpd.

A Major Drawback of Current Attack Graph
Generation Process: The attack graph generation

Fig. 2. Generated attack graph example.

process detailed above works without issue when the
hosts in the network are considered to be static. Once
hosts are able to be mobile, via the use of WiMAX
for example, the above methodology for generating
attack graphs is no longer sufficient. In the case where
hosts are allowed to move in and out of a network
freely, a form of hypothetical analysis is required. For
example, a network that is composed solely of Win-
dows operating systems, produces a different attack
graph from a network that has a primarily Windows
operating systems and a few Unix and Linux hosts.
Subsequently, the approach a network administrator
may use to safeguard these two types of networks
could be dramatically different. However, if there is a
possibility that either one of these networks may arise
in practice, how does a network administrator choose
a set of countermeasures to ensure the security of her
network? In previous work [45], we have outlined
a methodology that helps a network administrator
choose an optimal set of countermeasures given
her budget. The approach is based on modeling the
network administrator’s problem of determining what
countermeasures to implement as the binary knapsack
problem [46]. We solve the problem using dynamic
programming [47]. We are currently in the process of
modifying this algorithm to account for the scenario
where hosts have the ability to dynamically enter and
leave a network. More specifically, we are determining
suitable ways to modify the algorithm’s value function
to account for the probability of particular types of
hosts being present in a network. Given the mobile
nature of hosts belonging to WiMAX networks, such an
algorithm could be instrumental in helping a network
administrator determine how to harden her network.

The attack graph captures a wealth of information
regarding the security of a network. This information
is extracted through the use of attack graph analyses.
Attack graph analyses of particular interest are
those that constitute network security metrics. Using
network security metrics, we can help ensure that our
telecommuter only enters WiMAX networks that are
deemed safe according to some security metric. For
example, in Reference [48], Phillips and Swiler pro-
pose a shortest path metric. The intuition of this metric
is that in order for an attacker to violate a security pol-
icy, he may have to perform a series of exploits. If we
assume that each exploit requires approximately the
same amount of effort, then the security of the network
is given by the attack path requiring the least amount
of effort. The attack path requiring the least amount
of effort corresponds to the shortest attack path in the
attack graph. So if one were to compare two attack
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graphs, and attack graph 1 had a shortest path of length
3, and the attack graph 2 had a shortest attack path of
length 5, then the network underlying attack graph 2
would be deemed more secure than the network model
underlying attack graph 1. Such a security metric
could be leveraged in WiMAX networks.

4.2. Security-level Aware Hot Spots

WiMAX networks can contain special monitoring
hosts. These hosts would be responsible for monitoring
what hosts are present in the network. These monitor-
ing hosts will accept queries from hosts in the network.
A query a monitoring host would be able to respond
to is ‘what is the security level of this network’? The
attack graph would be computed such that the querying
host would be the attack goal. The security policy that
will be checked is whether an attacker could execute
arbitrary code on the querying host. Determining the
feasibility of an attacker executing arbitrary code on a
querying host is useful because such an action could
violate each component of security: confidentiality,
integrity, or availability. The monitoring hosts can be
extended to deal with more specialized queries (e.g.,
‘Am I vulnerable to a DoS attack in this network’?).
The monitoring hosts will respond with some security
metric value. Based on the returned value, the querying
host can determine whether or not, it would like to
participate in the given network.

For example, assume that there are 10 hosts in a given
WiMAX network. The hosts are labeled 1 through 10.
The 10th host, is the monitoring host, M. If M, receives
a query from new host, host 11, M could respond with a
value 3, using the shortest path security metric. Host 11
has a policy that mandates that it may only participate
in WiMAX networks having a shortest path security
metric of 3 or greater. In other words, the security
metric says that an attacker would have to exploit three
vulnerabilities in order to execute arbitrary code on
host 11. Host 11 may have this policy because it
may have deduced that the probability of an attacker
exploiting 3 vulnerabilities in order to violate its
security is tolerably small. Since this is host 11’s
policy for participating in a WiMAX network, host
11’s security mechanism would allow host 11 to use
the WiMAX network under consideration. A scheme
that relies on security metrics must be certain that
the security metric produces reliable values. Although
there has been many security metrics proposed in the
literature (e.g., References [48--55]), we are currently
in the process of creating an improved security metric
that is both reliable and practical.

5. Profiling, Modeling, and Analysis of
Collaborative Attacks on WiMAX

5.1. Research Problems

We address here the collaborative attacks on WiMAX
through theoretical models and experiments.

5.1.1. Characterizing collaborative attacks
on WiMAX networks

We need to understand the characteristics of collabo-
rative attacks. As a first step, data from thousands of
IDSs will be characterized and correlated to help in
answering questions such as the following ones:

(1) What systems are the most likely attack targets over
short and long periods of time?

(2) What kind of attack vectors do various organiza-
tions witness?

(3) Is there any correlation between the attack vectors
at various organizations?

(4) Could future attacks be predicted based on attack
sequences that have already been witnessed?

(5) How stable is the set of attackers over time?

5.1.2. Profiling collaborative attacks
on WiMAX

A comprehensive understanding of collaborative
attacks is essential for defending against the attacks
on WiMAX. Data gathered from IDSs (as mentioned
above) and synthetic data for possible collaborative
attacks will serve as training data. They will be used to
profile different types of collaborative attacks. When a
new attack on WiMAX occurs, we can utilize the pro-
files to determine and classify the collaborative attacks.

5.1.3. Modeling collaborative attacks
on WiMAX

We develop theoretical models to help understand, ana-
lyze, and defend against such attacks. This requires
a comprehensive characterization and addressing the
following issues:

(1) What are the most relevant aspects that should be
included in models?

(2) What kinds of collaborations should be consid-
ered (e.g., collaboration between internal attacker,
between external attackers, or between both inter-
nal and external attackers)?
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(3) What metrics should be defined and analyzed so
that the resulting insights can be easily utilized by
practitioners?

(4) Should models of collaborative attacks be stochas-
tic or deterministic?

(5) How should cascading attacks (i.e., a sequence of
coordinated attacks) be modeled?

(6) Which aspects and parameters of a WiMAX system
have a significant impact on its security?

(7) How to tune WiMAX system configurations or
parameters in order to improve security?

5.1.4. Power of collaborative attacks
on WiMAX

The issues here include the following:

(1) Can we quantify the power gains of attackers due
to their coordination?

(2) Can we turn the tables and use some aspects of
coordination of attackers against them? If yes, can
we quantify the possible gains of defender’s power
due to attackers’ coordination?

As we will show below, novel models based on
Fibonacci numbers can be built to cope with these
issues.

5.1.5. Collaboration strategies among
attackers on WiMAX

The important issues include here the following:

(1) How to model different ways of collaboration by
attackers?

(2) How to incorporate the fact that not all attackers
are equal?

(3) How do collaborative attackers divide the attack
actions among themselves?

(4) How to represent the fact that newly infected host
might join the existing attackers?

(5) In the Internet, can the coordinated attacks cause
more damage to computer networks and systems?
If yes, under what conditions? Similarly, under
what conditions can this be false, or uncertain?

(6) In the Internet, can coordinated attacks leave more
traces and evidences than individual attacks? If
yes, under what conditions? Similarly, under what
conditions can this be false, or uncertain?

Furthermore, research questions include identifica-
tion, classification, and modeling of the following

scenarios:

(1) It is possible that coordinated attacks, when
launched together, can leave more evidence and
traces, and have a higher probability of being
detected than attacks that are launched individually
or not coordinated.

(2) It is also possible that coordinated attacks can leave
equal evidence and traces, and have equal probabil-
ity of being detected as the attacks that are launched
individually or not coordinated.

(3) Furthermore, attacks that are not properly coordi-
nated may not only leave much more evidence and
traces, and have much higher probability of being
detected than individual or uncoordinated attacks,
but may also impair performance of other attacks.

5.2. Profiling Collaborative Attacks on WiMAX

5.2.1. Some collaborative attacks on WiMAX

Our initial goal is to identify and classify attacks
on WiMAX. Examples of attacks include repli-
cation attacks, Sybil attacks [16], spam attacks,
phishing attacks, worms and viruses, DNS-related
attacks, routing-related attacks, denial-of-message
(DoM) attacks, and DoS attacks. A comprehensive
feature analysis, encompassing feature detection and
feature extraction, is a step toward a robust classifica-
tion of collaborative attacks. A mechanism for learning
the patterns of the attacks can be based on adaptive
learning algorithms [56].

Three basic categories of attacks are as follows:

(1) Independent attacks, which have no knowledge of
other attacks. They can be launched at the same
time as other attacks but do not know other attacks.

(2) Collaborative attacks that are coordinated and can
be launched simultaneously or sequentially. From
the high-level or functional point of view, we fur-
ther identify the relationships between the launched
collaborative attacks and classify them as: (i) non-
overlapping (sequential); (ii) partially overlapping;
and (iii) fully overlapping. Attacks may target
different parts of a WiMAX network and aim at
depleting resources of the defenders. From the low-
level or technical point of view (e.g., techniques
employed by attackers), attacks can be categorized
into: (i) attacks that may substitute each other; (ii)
attacks that may diminish the effects of each other;
(iii) attacks that severely damage each other; (iv)
attacks that expose other attacks; (v) attacks that
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should be launched after each other; and (vi) attacks
that may target different areas of a WiMAX net-
work.

(3) Replicated attacks, in which adversaries can insert
additional replicated hostile nodes into a WiMAX
network after obtaining some secret information
from the captured nodes or by infiltration [27].
Nodes replicated in this way are likely to uncover
the shared secrets of the uncompromised neigh-
boring nodes. Encrypted communication links can
be established between a replicated node and the
uncompromised nodes. It should be clear that
compromising even a single node might allow
an adversary to gain partial or even full con-
trol of a WiMAX network by producing many
clones and deploying them in the original WiMAX
network.

5.2.2. Dimensions of attack taxonomy

Our next goal is to classify the attacks into a com-
prehensive taxonomy facilitating quantitative security
analyses.

The taxonomy includes a number of essential dimen-
sions (that can also be metrics):

(1) Attack type: as already mentioned, the most
relevant forms of attacks are: replication attacks,
Sybil attacks, DoM attacks and DoS attacks.
Replication attacks take place when adversa-
ries are able to insert hostile nodes into the net-
work by obtaining some secret information from
the captured nodes or by infiltration. Sybil attacks
occur when a node forges and uses several iden-
tities, and in this way obtains a greater control
over the network allowing sniffing, packet drop-
ping and delaying packets. DoM attacks are more
common in wireless networks in which a node
may be deprived of receiving broadcast mes-
sages due to activities of malicious nodes. DoS
attacks occur when an attacker floods a server
with requests exhausting the server’s resources
and thus its availability to respond to requests
from other nodes.

(2) Attack timing: attackers may take advantage of
temporal features of the network by choosing
periods of higher susceptibility to perform the
attack. Also they could coordinate when each
attacks to maximize their effectiveness.

(3) Attack severity and strength: damage caused by
an attack is an important factor in defining the
defensive actions to be taken. For instance, an

aggressive attack should be handled with a higher
priority than non-aggressive attacks.

(4) Attack extent: An attack may affect the whole
WiMAX network or a part of it. The extent of
an attack also affects the priority of the actions
taken by defenders against it.

(5) Attacker’s familiarity with attack target: attacks
may be conducted by insiders, quite familiar with
attack targets, or outsiders. A more detailed cat-
egorization may include an attacker who is: a
stranger, an acquaintance, a friend, etc. Inflict-
ing damage is easier for an attacker more familiar
with the attack target.

(6) Attacker’s role: attackers can be, for instance,
regular users, administrators, or guests.

(7) Ranking of attackers: attackers have usually dis-
tinct profiles. Some are more effective than others,
and some have typical behavior while others are
more difficult to characterize.

(8) Composition and coordination of attack activ-
ities: attackers can exhibit different abilities,
including attack coordination abilities. In coor-
dinated, well-organized attacks, attackers with
the highest leadership skills will become com-
manders. Both leaders and followers must share
information. How it is done is an important
coordination characteristic to be captured in the
model of coordination. The graphs of relation-
ships among attackers used in the model can
be tree-based and involve inheritance. Coor-
dination lines can be employed to represent
coordination.

(9) Communication between attackers: attackers
can employ checkpointing and synchronization
messages to communicate with each other. Coor-
dination lines can again be employed, this time to
represent communication. Finding the frequency
and interval of attackers’ communication can be
very useful. Attackers can also utilize indepen-
dent checkpointing, taking checkpoints of their
own. They can also check later offline using other
techniques, for instance, out-of-band communi-
cation.

(10) Mutual feedback among attackers: in a dynamic
environment, coordinated attackers can benefit
from exchange of feedback on their attack activ-
ities, including information on the results of
their attacks. For example, attackers knowing that
some ongoing attacks consume many resources of
defenders can adjust their strategy. In this case, the
attackers can:

(i) increase the power of the ongoing attacks; or
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(ii) employ more sophisticated or more focused
strategies; or

(iii) fine-tune the timing of their attacks. Attack-
ers can also adjust the strength of attacks
dynamically. For instance, attackers can
launch spasmatic attack lasting for a short
time, making attack detection and attacker
identification very difficult.

(11) Attack and defense strategies: the number of
attackers affects the performance and power of
attacks significantly. However, there are situa-
tions in which multiple attackers, not properly
coordinated, could interfere with each other. Sim-
ilarly, multiple defenders could also hamper each
other. We plan to identify and describe strategies
in which coordinated attacks provide synergistic
effects, greater than the sum of individual attack
effort.

Models can be defined from different subsets of
these dimensions or metrics. For example, the impact
of the attacks can be modeled as, impact = f(severity
and strength of attack, extent of attack, communication
between attackers, attack, and defense strategies).

5.2.3. Detecting collaborative attacks

An example application of the attack taxonomy is to
detect whether the incoming attack on WiMAX is
launched by collaborative attackers. By monitoring
the WiMAX base stations, gateways, WiMAX access
points, and related WiFi and Ethernet connections,
essential data, both TCP and UDP, can be logged.

Analysis of the data can reveal collaborating groups,
and indicate whether they are performing any mali-
cious activities. Input parameters for the analysis
include TCP connection data, UDP connection data,
thresholds for collaboration (e.g., the number of IP
address lookups per minute). The output parameters
include identification of collaborating groups and show
whether they are attackers.

To perform the analysis, we can use communication
graphs, representing communication relationships
among computers, and the content database, which
stores the details of communication among computers.
During the analysis, computers which exhibit similar
communication behavior are grouped together, and
thresholds are used to decide whether they are perform-
ing malicious activities (such as excessive number of IP
address lookups done by collaborative port scanners).

5.3. Modeling Collaborative Attacks
on WiMAX

5.3.1. Causal model for collaborative attacks
on WiMAX

We borrow the idea of the causal model from database
concurrency control [56--58] to apply it for model-
ing of collaborative attacks on WiMAX.The proposed
causal model is intended for analyzing collaborative
attacks and discovering vulnerabilities in both Internet
and wireless networks.

An individual attacker is represented in the model by
a state transition diagram, where a state represents a
finite period of individual attack activities. Communi-
cation messages among attackers are modeled as state
changes, and each state change constitutes an event.
Then the causal relationships between these events are
described by causal rules. A graphical representation
of the causal rules, the causal graph, is constructed to
assist in determining the possible event ordering.

A collaborative attack X can be modeled as a set of
attacks {Xi} such that Xi is the local attack launched by
attacker i. Local attacks represent the local components
of the overall distributed collaborative attack.

Each local attack Xi is modeled by an finite state
machine (FSM) and has independent state and event
specifications such as preconditions, post-conditions,
and state transition rules. In simple distributed attacks
such as collaborative port scan attacks, the FSMs of
each local attack can be the same. However, in sophis-
ticated collaborative attacks, FSMs of individual local
attacks are not necessarily homogeneous.

Each local attack Xi can be formally defined as:
〈Si, Ei, Mi, Di, Li〉, where Si is a set of states in the
local attack, Ei a set of events in the local attack,
Mi a set of communication messages, Di the local
data structure, and Li is a set of local operations on
Mi. In collaborative attacks, the events within attacks
occur in certain sequences. A given sequence of attack
events may cause more damage to the system than other
sequences. There are certain relationships among the
events, and we model the relationships by causal rules.

A state of an individual attack represents a finite
period of individual attack execution. Unlike the ‘state’
of a variable, the state refers here to a stage in the execu-
tion of the attack rather than the value of some variable.
Attacker communication (collaboration), i.e., sending
and receiving messages, must be modeled as state tran-
sitions. Examples of legal operations in a state include
subversions of individual operating system, individual
port scans, network packet preparation, buffer overflow
exploits for individual program stacks, etc.
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An event causes an individual attack to change its
state. There are two types of events, namely col-
laboration attack events and individual attack events.
Collaboration events are characterized by communi-
cation between attackers. For example, sending or
receiving a message constitutes a collaboration attack
event. Individual attack events, which involve no
communication between attackers, indicate transitions
between individual attack states. Since each event is
associated with a state transition of an individual attack
and vice versa, the set of events for an individual attack
can be viewed as the state transition function of the
attack. An event is a member of the set Si × Si.

5.3.2. The advantages of the causal model

The advantages of the causal model include the follow-
ing:

(1) The causal model and causal relationships were
originally invented for concurrency control in
distributed computing. Hence, it is inherently a dis-
tributed model, and distributed computation can be
used to speed up causal graph analysis, which is
critical when analyzing large-scale networks.

(2) The causal model describes not only ‘sequential’
attacks but also concurrent attacks.

(3) The causal model can model coordination of node
activities by exchange of messages. Even if the
satisfied attack pre-conditions and attack post- con-
ditions change dynamically, the causal model can
still capture the changes that the state-of- the-art
attack graph reduction techniques cannot.

(4) The causal model can describe timing of attacks.
Attacks may need to be done within a specific time
interval, and traditional attack graph analysis did
not consider it.

(5) The causal model can represent unsuccessful
attacks. Some attempted attacks are never success-
ful and cannot be modeled by traditional attack
graphs.

5.3.3. A hypothetical collaborative attack

In the hypothetical collaborative attack, the goal is to
launch a DDoS attack against a target node T, as shown
in Figure 3. Attackers 1, 2, . . . , n are directly associated
with router R1 with the firewall and target node T is
associated with switch S1 without a firewall. To launch
DDoS attacks, attackers need to send out a large number
of abnormal packets, and those packets arrive at the first
router, R1, before going to the Internet.

Fig. 3. The network topology of a hypothetical collaborative
attack.

Since R1 is a sophisticated router with a firewall,
it employs a packet filtering mechanism, and can
automatically filter out the incoming packets from IP
addresses that are sending out large amount of abnor-
mal traffic. Hence, regular DDoS attack packets will
be filtered out and the attack will fail. However, cer-
tain vulnerabilities in router R1 can be exploited to
disable its firewall and packet filtering. In a collabo-
rative attack, one attacker can attack router R1, while
other attackers launch the DDoS attack after the first
one successfully disables the firewall of router R1.

The notion of attack events and states is further illus-
trated by the state transition diagram of a hypothetic
collaborative attack in Figure 4. Messages (such as
ROUTING ACK) are represented by placing the mes-
sage id within the transition arrow; each transition is
marked with corresponding events, e0–e5.

The collaborative attack of Figure 4 works as
follows. A local attacker waits for incoming attack
transactions in the state S0 (the idle state). Upon
receiving the request from a collaborative attack trans-
action (COLL REQ), the local attacker broadcasts the
message ROUTING ATTACK REQ to a number of
other attack nodes (event e0) to initialize the attack on
routers. The attacker must specify the target router. The
attacker then waits for at least one acknowledgment
(ROUTING ACK) from another attacker before pro-
ceeding to broadcast a message DDOS ATTACK REQ
to every other attack node, except the node that sent
ROUTING ACK, to initialize the DDoS attack. The
attacker must specify the IP address of the target
node. The attacker then waits for acknowledgement
(DDOS ACK) from all other attackers before proceed-
ing to execute the transaction (in this case, attacking
the target node for a long period of time, e.g., 24 h).
This is implemented by local operations A+

i on the
local variable Ai (not shown in Figure 4; discussed
below). Event e8 represents the waiting loop for
acknowledgments DDOS ACKs. A DONE message
will be broadcast to inform attackers at other nodes
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Fig. 4. The state transition diagram of a hypothetical collaborative attack.

Fig. 5. The causal graph for the hypothetical collaborative
attack.

that the collaborative attack transaction has completed.
If an attacker is in the idle state and receives a ROUT-

ING ATTACK REQ message, it will send back the
ROUTING ACK message to acknowledge the request
for launching the routing attack, and will keep attacking
the packet filtering mechanism until a DONE message
is received.

If an attacker is in the idle state and receives the
DDOS ATTACK REQ message, it will send back the
DDoS ACK message to acknowledge the request for
launching the DDoS attack, and will keep attacking
until a DONE message is received.

The local variables used to describe local attacks
in this hypothetical collaborative attack includes: (i)
two counters for registering the acknowledgment mes-
sages ROUTING ACK and DDOS ACK; (ii) a timing
variable for measuring how much time has elapsed
since the DDoS attack has been launched; and (iii)
codes implementing router and DDoS attacks. Let
Xi = 〈Si, Ei, Mi, Di, Li〉 be a local attack. Then

Si: states = {S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6};

Ei: events {e0, el, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9};
Mi: message types = {ROUTING ATTACK REQ,

DDOS ATTACK REQ,
ROUTING ACK, DDOS ACK, DONE};

Di: local data structures =
Ai: a counter for ROUTING ACK responses;
Bi: a counter for DDOS ACK responses;
Ti: a variable indicating how much time has

elapsed since the DDoS attack has been
launched;

Oi: the malicious codes for routing and DDoS
attacks;

Li: local operations =
A+

i : increment by 1 the ROUTING ACK
counter;

B+
i : increment by 1 the DDOS ACK counter;

A−
i : initialize to 0 the ROUTING ACK

counter;
B−

i : initialize to 0 the DDOS ACK counter;
Zi

m[T]: keep executing attack codes for period
Ti;

Wi
m[O]: local accesses to attack codes (routing or

DDoS) Oi by transaction m.

The causal model requires reasonable specification of
the operational aspects of a collaborative attack before
the analysis of the attack.

5.3.4. Causal model elements

The following definitions and discussions are adopted
from Reference [58].

A causal rule U is a quintuple 〈p, © , q, L, B〉, where
p and q are events, L is the local operation, B is a
Boolean condition for Q to occur, and © is one of
the causal relationships: {→, ⇒, �}.

The causal relationship → specifies the ordering of
non-message-related events. 〈p, →, q, L, B〉 is a causal
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rule if there are states x, y, z ∈ Si such that p = 〈x, y〉,
q = 〈y, z〉 (note that an event is a member of Si × Si),
the local operation L is performed in state y, B is a
Boolean condition for q to occur, and no messages are
involved in activating q. In other words, the attack of
Xi must have the following state transition.

x
p−→ y

q−→ z

Intuitively, event p precedes event q on node i, and Xi

executes event q following the occurrence of p without
waiting for messages. Between these two events, the
local operation L will take place. The predicate B must
be defined over Di and Mi (it can test the contents of
previous messages). If 〈p, →, q, L, B〉 is a causal rule
for some L and B, we say that event p precedes event
q (or q follows p).

The other two causal relationships, ⇒ and �,
describe the ordering between message-related events.
〈p, ⇒, q, L′, B〉 and 〈r, �, q, L′′, D〉 are causal rules
iff there are states x, y, z ∈ Si, u, v ∈ Sj , j �= i, such
that p = 〈x, y〉, q = 〈y, z〉, r = 〈u, v〉, r is the event that
node j sends a message to node i, and node i responds
with event q at state y. L′ is the local operation of node i
in state y, which is independent of the message sent by
the remote event r. L′′ is the local operation of node i in
state y that can be performed only after the message is
received. B is the predicate that node i chooses to wait
for messages after the event p, and D is the condition
that the message of event r will be recognized by node
i. Schematically, nodes i and j must have the following
state transitions:

node i : u
r−→ v

node j : x −→
p

y
r−→
q

z

This notation means that node i, while waiting at state
y, receives a message sent by event r of node j, and then
executes event q in response. Event r is said to cause
event q if 〈r, �, q, L, D〉 is a causal rule for some L
and D. Note that the causal rules 〈p, ⇒, q, L′, B〉 and
〈r, �, q, L′′, D〉 are related to each other; no causal
rules 〈p, ⇒, q, L′, B〉 should exist without the corre-
sponding 〈r, �, q, L′′, D〉 causal rules.

Either L or B in the above causal rules can be null.
A null L signifies that no local operation is associated
with the events involved, and a null B indicates that
the causal relationships are unconditional, i.e., inde-
pendent of local attack details or messages.

The predicate B of a causal rule 〈p, ⇒, q, L′, B〉 can
also be used to specify the sites receiving the message

generated by event p. Hence, either message broadcast-
ing or daisy-chain transmission can be described by a
proper predicate B. The detailed semantics, such as the
exact node id to which a message is sent, are in general
not critical to the causal relationship ⇒.

The following notation is used in this paper to des-
ignate a causal rule 〈p, © , q, L, B〉:

p© q + L if B

A causal graph G = 〈V, E〉 for a set of causal rules
of an attack is a labeled digraph with vertices V =
{e | events} and edges E = {〈p, q〉 | there exists a causal
relationship © , local operation L, and predicate B such
that 〈p, © , q, L, B〉 is a causal rule}. The vertices and
the edges are labeled with their corresponding events
and causal relationships. The edges in a causal graph
are referred to as → edges, ⇒ edges, or � edges
according to their labels. Figure 5 shows the casual
graph for the collaborative attack depicted in Figure 4.

5.3.5. Analysis of attacks using the
causal model

By identifying all attack events that occur during indi-
vidual and collaborative attacks and establishing a
partial order (or causal relationships) among all attack
events and produce a ‘causal attack graph’, we can get
the following results from the causal model:

(1) Verify the security properties of the causal attack
graph using model-checking techniques. Specifi-
cally, we study whether there exists a sequence of
events that lets the security checker proceed from
the initial state to the goal state.

(2) Identify the set of events that are critical for per-
forming the attacks. Specifically, study how to find
a minimum set of events that, once removed, would
disable the attacks.

(3) Check whether the occurrences of some event/state
transitions are based on message transmissions or
collaboration.

An Attack-extended Global-view Causal Graph
G(V, E) for a set of causal rules is a labeled
diagraph with vertices V = V1 + V2, where
V1 = {s | attack states} and V2 = {e | events}; and
edges E = E1 + E2, where E1 = {e | attacker actions}
and E2 = {〈p, q〉 | there exists a causal relationship
© , local operation L, and predicate B such that
〈p, © , q, L, B〉 is a causal rule}.
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We have performed experiments on the collaborative
attack and generated the attack-extended global-view
causal graph. We discuss it further in the experiments
section.

Application of causal models and performance
analysis of collaborative attacks. In our model for col-
laborative attacks, the notion of attack steps is used to
model system behavior. The attack actions of collab-
orative attackers are modeled as a sequence of atomic
attack steps. The events related to a particular attacker
represents the order of the atomic attack steps.

The performance of a collaborative attack can be
measured by several parameters, e.g., amount of band-
width consumed, number of hosts disabled, number
of attack packets sent, number of hosts subverted, the
degree of collaboration, etc. Some of these parameters
are dependent on the types of attack transactions while
some others are based on the particular characteristics
of the system parameters, e.g., the number of packets
that needs to be sent to launch DDoS attacks, whether
there is a security firewall in the system, and whether
there are access control mechanisms in the system, etc.

We can infer the degree of collaboration and tempo-
ral ordering of events in the system under collaborative
attack. A coordinator in a collaborative attack is
modeled as an attacker which oversees the atomic
attack steps of all attackers. All attack steps need the
approval of the coordinator to proceed. If the coordina-
tor determines that a particular attack cannot proceed
(e.g., when an attack step requires root privilege which
the attacker does not enjoy), it can change the atomic
attack steps (e.g., perform some other attack steps on
other machines which do not require the root privilege).
If an attack requires less collaboration, attackers in the
attack will have less conflicts. Therefore, by studying
the communication and dependence between attackers,
we can compare their degrees of collaboration.

The problem of attack graph generation is hard
and current solutions are not very scalable. However,
with the causal model, we can effectively determine
if collaborative attackers can successfully launch the
attacks. To determine the correct execution of a col-
laborative attack, the attack steps of the collaborative
attack are tested against the known collaborative attack
types.

5.3.6. Experimental results

We would like to verify the existence of collaborative
attacks and that they can cause more damages or
gain more control of the target system. We conducted
experiments to verify the power of collaborative

attacks, analyzed the collaborative attack using the
causal model, and generated the attack-extended causal
graph.

Input variable parameters include N: Number of nor-
mal TCP connections; M: the speed of link from each
host to router, 10 Mb/s; B: buffer space at each router,
4K × N bytes; Size packet: packet size, 1K bytes; and
MR: speed of the link between R1 and R2, 1.5 Mb/s.

For the regular DDoS attack, we modify the router
information controller such that router will impose a
limit on the number of SYN packets per second per-
mitted to pass. After the limit is passed router will send
SYN/ACK packets for the hosts.

Output performance metrics include round-trip time:
the time for sending a echo request and getting a reply
between two nodes in the system; and bandwidth: the
bandwidth of the network connection.

We used SSFNet [59], and conducted the experi-
ments in Linux 2.6.13 with Java runtime environment.
The topology of the network is Dumbbell (Figure 3).

Steps of the experiment include:

(1) Initialize the system with various number of TCP
connections, first with the regular DDoS attack sce-
nario for various periods, such as 15 min.

(2) Initialize the system with various number of TCP
connections, with the collaborative DDoS, and
routing attack scenario for various periods such as
15 min.

(3) Start the system with two HTTP servers, one on
each target node. The N(10) TCP connections will
send traffic for 2 s and restart. We run the DDoS
attack after 5 min of system start and measure esti-
mated RTT time.

We utilize the SSF.App.DDoS package and run the
DDoSSession( ) function. Selection of master and
zombie nodes is done randomly among the nodes
directly connected to Router 1(R1). Two target nodes
are selected among the nodes directly connected to
Router 2(R2). For the regular DDoS attack, we modify
the router information controller such that router will
impose a limit on the number of SYN packets per
second permitted to pass. After the limit is passed
router will send SYN/ACK packets for the hosts.
However, for collaborative attacks, a ‘Trojan horse’
is embedded in a router. As soon as the DDoS attack
is launched, the master node will send out a secret
message to the router such that a ‘Trojan’ embedded
in the router will change the routing information such
that the router will no longer impose such SYN packet
limits.
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Fig. 6. The attack-extended causal graph for the collaborative DDoS and routing attacks.

Our results show that causal model is a promising
approach. We have applied causal model to analyze
the collaborative DDoS and routing attacks. The causal
graph generated is shown in Figure 6 (green and red
arrows model the coordination between attackers).

Figure 7 shows that collaborative attacks can cause
much more damage than single attacks. X-axis repre-
sents time (in minutes) and Y-axis represents RTT time
(in seconds). In this example, the DDoS attacks were
started at time t = 5 min. The red line shows the col-
laborative attacks of routing and DDoS. The blue line
shows the regular DDoS attack. Because router has the
defense mechanism built-in against DDoS attack, the
regular attack did not accomplish its goal. However, in
the collaborative attack case, when launched together
with routing attacks, DDoS attack effectively blocked
the user from establishing any new TCP connection.

Fig. 7. RTT time (second) versus time in system (minute).

5.4. The Power of Collaborative Attacks
on WiMAX

5.4.1. Motivation

A large number of attackers can collaborate to
increase their computation power when needed to break
WiMAX protocols. Attackers can also gain control of
a required number of nodes to influence the decision-
making process of core machines. Hence, we would
like to quantitatively measure performance of multiple
attackers, especially collaborating ones. For example,
we can use it to study the malware propagation in
WiMAX.

5.4.2. Malware propagation

It is clear that malware with different scanning and
propagation strategies have different spread time. To
address the issue of collaborative attack, we propose
the discrete-time generic Fibonacci malware prop-
agation (GFMP) model, which is inspired by the
Fibonacci number sequence. In the Fibonacci rab-
bit problem, newly born rabbits cannot give birth to
baby rabbits immediately. Instead, they need some
time to get mature, which is reminiscent of the
infection/propagation time problem discussed above:
similarly, a host cannot scan and infect other hosts
until maturity, i.e., completely infected. Due to space
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limitations, we omit the discussion of the GFMP model.
Interested readers are referred to Reference [60] for
details.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we identify the problems with individual
protocols in the WiMAX protocol suite, and discuss
collaborative attacks in WiMAX systems. We present
several typical security vulnerabilities and WiMAX
attack scenarios. We leverage attack graphs to analyze
collaborative attacks in WiMAX.

We emphasize the possibility of collaborative attacks
in WiMAX, and present theoretical models and prac-
tical solutions to collaborative attacks in WiMAX. We
characterize, model, and analyze collaborative attacks
in the WiMAX. We perform experiments to verify our
analysis of the collaborative attacks.

In our models, we omitted several specific but
important applications over the WiMAX systems,
including the voice over IP (VoIP) applications.
Research on collaborative attacks to VoIP application
in the WiMAX is the subject for future work.

In our analysis, we did not take attacks on quality
of service (QoS) into consideration. Some systems and
applications require reasonable packet loss rate, while
others cannot tolerate long response time. Collabora-
tive attacks on QoS, in which attacks might be adaptive,
are more sophisticated and are the subject for future
work.
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